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At the beginning of the project, a communication plan will draft, including:
- internal communication objectives and rules;
- general requirement and obligation in communication activities (Med programme logo, reference, MA
contacts…)
- cooperation with Programme and Horizontal project communication
- targets of communication activities
- media activities including social media activities strategy
- partners’ tasks and roles
- timing
T h e Lead Partner, also Partner responsible of the WP, is in charge of relationship with programme
Managing Authority and secretariat as well as with the Horizontal project referents. LP will represent the
projects in external events or in programme events, but it can designate a substitute when the topic of the
events, the event venue or date will justify the replacement. The project foresee a communication activity
complementary and coordinate with the general programme communication with the sectorial media and
social media, in each country. Legambiente for Italy, EPHE-CEFE for France, University of
Barcelona/Valencia for Spain and MEDASSET for Greece will take care about media relation and social
media activity, but all partners will participate in generating contents. PN5T will guarantee that all project
partners will follow the communication flow of the project and it will collect stories, information,
experiences and practices useful to tell about marine litter monitoring and mitigation and effect on
biodiversity, as well as about MPAs role in biodiversity conservation. MEdAsset and Legambiente will in
charge to provide to the partners some template for all communication products or tools (press releases
models, graphical templates, posters) even if all partner will contribute to the contents of communications.
Coordination
The activity aim at ensuring the right methodology for getting the WP specific objectives and at coordinating
the participant partners’ work. The WP coordinator will support the respect of the deadline and guarantee a
good communication among project partner involved in the activities. A mailing list internal to the WP,
including staff reference of each partner, will be created and used to coordinate the work. The activity will
follow timetable and recommendations of the working plan defined in WP1 and it is the basis for monitoring
the progressing of the work. The WP leader will keep informed partners about external information, events
and news, useful for carrying out the activities.
Communication Plan
At the beginning of the Project, LP and partner will prepare a communication plan in order to establish
targets, aims, timing and tools of communication activities, defining the partners’ contribution to the
communication content and a common strategy of activities ad EU, Mediterranean, Country and local level.
The communication plan will take in account the Horizontal project activities and MED programme
Activities, after having collected information about them. Some general communication principles will be
fixed in the communication plan, as well as the responsibility and the rules of project representation.
Coorinanting with Horizontal Prjects communications
Project partners will contribute to the dissemination, communication and capitalization activties organised by
the Horizontal project in the framework of ToR 3.2. A project leaflet adressed to the main targets of the
project (Mediterranean MPAs and biodiversity conservation entities) and with both technical and generalist
information will be produced in ordert to spread the project ratio and objectives. The brochure will be
produced in English end translated in Spanish, Italian, French ad Greek in 105 copies each languages, but
400 copies ofr ENG.
Contributing to Programme communication
In each Country, media relations will be ensured, especially with a specific work on social media:
consortium members' social networks accounts will be available for spreading projects activties and result, in
connection with MED Programme tools and website. The WP responsabile will provide to MA information
and data about the project and will prepare project abstract and web leaflet useful for project communication
at Programme level; partners will be available to particpate in programme events or meetings.
International conference on Marine Litter in Mediterranean Sea
An international events will be organised near the end of the period in order to deliver the project results,
experiences and lessons learnt. The event will be adressed to sectorial and tecnical organisations: MPAs and
managing authorities of marine and coastal areas, research institutions, existing Mediterranean networks,
environmental NGOs, public institutions and all subjects that are insterested in marine litter monitoring and
mtigations. We expect at least 50 attendants and international speakers for sharing best practices and promote
the protocol subscription.
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